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SMOOTH JAZZ SAX CD.......It's contempoary, urban, upbeat and smooth.....an excellent alto sax

rendition of the Beatles..."Come Together"...and a soprano sax of ..."Time in a Bottle"..by Jim

Croce.....THIS CD IS A MUST HAVE FOR YOUR COLLECTION. 11 MP3 Songs JAZZ: Smooth Jazz,

URBAN/R&B: Contemporary urban Details: Carlos Cannon, "Chicago's Finest," is the pure example of a

cool, smooth jazz saxophonist. Chicago's Fox News says "He's like a romantic pied piper," capturing the

attention of his listeners. While Jazztimes says Cannon's sax styling as an "effortlessly expression."

Cannon's masterful fusion of jazz, R&B, funk and pop is catapulting him among the urban and smooth

jazz artists of today's contemporary music. With 2 albums to his credit, the multi-instrumentalist,

composer and producer has sold over 45,000 records of his 1st CD, "In the Name of Love," making him

one of the most successful independent jazz artists to sell his CD's via internet, concerts and other

venues. Cannon's 2nd CD "Thinking of You," showcases his knack for playing timeless melodies and

creating cuts that make you want to get up and dance. "Thinking of You," showcases all originals with the

exceptions of two ingenious instrumental cover tracks; the Beetles hit "Come Together," and the classic

of Jim Croce "Time in a Bottle." Carlos Cannon is one of those rare artists who can give you that sultry

ballad, rev up a soulful dance number and or get down right funky with the best. "Music is what I love and

what I always wanted to do." With the release of "Thinking of You," Carlos Cannon is poised for a career

breakthrough. His latest effort is sure to further endear old fans and open the ears and hearts of new

ones. Website: carloscannon.com For booking information, please contact Cannon Productions: (773)

988-1202 Concert Informaton: (773) 233-5264 THANK YOU for veiwing my site on CD Baby. I hope you

enjoyed and PURCHASE my music. PLEASE LEAVE YOUR COMMENTS
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